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ABSTRACT
Militaries around the world are pursuing the idea of Network Centric Warfare as the
fundamental basis for how they will conduct operations in the future. NCW suggests
that “a robustly networked force improves information sharing and collaboration,
which enhances the quality of information and shared situational awareness. This
enables further collaboration and self-synchronization and improves sustainability and
speed of command, which ultimately result in dramatically increased mission
effectiveness.” In many respects, NCW seeks to develop military power in the same
way that the Internet has enhanced both business and individual knowledge.
This article explores the development of this concept of information sharing
particularly with regard to the possibility of enhancing information sharing within
military coalition environments. It suggests that there is a fundamental dialectical
tension between the enhanced freedom of action sought by NCW and the need to
protect information on networks. The nature of this tension will resolve itself in
unpredictable fashions, however, its essence reveals that it is highly unlikely that
NCW will enhance coalition operations in the same way it might enhance national
operations.
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Freedom and Control
Networks in Military Environments
Claims to the establishment of revolutionary ideas are difficult to verify in the present.
Only the passage of time can truly confirm the impact an idea will have on history and
events. For example, immediately after the Second World War, nuclear weapons
were widely believed to have revolutionized war. Nevertheless, their role in warfare
has to date been latent rather than direct and it still remains to be seen precisely what
their role will ultimately be. Secondly, as Colin Gray points out, the concept of a
revolution in military affairs is essentially an interpretation placed on the unfolding of
events by historians, as opposed to an objectively verifiable occurrence with a time
and place attached to it. Thus, debates over the meaning of military developments in
the sixteenth century have a never ending quality to them simply because their
existence is ultimately dependant upon the subjective interpretation of a series of
historical events and trends.1
The purpose of this chapter is not to establish the revolutionary nature of the
emergence of Network Centric Warfare (NCW); it is too soon to predict its influence
and longevity as a concept. As in the case of nuclear weapons, the demands of
information technologies may ultimately prove to be militarily impossible to
implement in the manner predicted by the early proponents. Likewise, there is no
predicting if alternate approaches may be devised for their use by other forces2 just as
the combined use of armored forces, wireless communications, and aircraft took much
trial and error before being perfected in the Second World War.3
There is much that is promisingly novel about the role that Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) may play in a military context to warrant the
label revolutionary, even at this early date.

Still, at the heart of NCW lies a

fundamental dialectical tension in concepts. NCW promises faster, more precise,
1
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more decisive operations due to the effects of information sharing. In this regard,
NCW is oriented around increasing the operational freedom of choice for military
commanders such that they can avoid or efficiently surmount the barriers war creates
either through the active resistance of the enemy or through the ignorance generated
by the danger and chaos of operations. At the same time, because military operations
are ultimately undertaken to ensure the security of the state, the military context is an
environment of strict control and direction.

The criticality of this operational

dimension is made even more so by the dangerous quality war poses to human life.
These two aspects, then, freedom and control, sharing and security, circle each other
warily within the nature of NCW.
Even as they pose distinct questions on how networks will influence both
traditional military organization (will networked militaries flatten or will they remain
in their traditional hierarchical shape?), networks raise significant questions for
coalitions and how they will operate in networked environments. Coalitions are all
about sharing and thus should be open to the use of networks. However, while the
premise of the information age is founded upon the power generated through
information sharing, networks can also be exclusionary and it is here that US military
primacy, and the role national security still plays in shaping state and military
behaviour that suggests networks and coalitions may not be as amenable as hoped.
Origins of NCW
NCW is a relatively new concept, first appearing in the literature in 1998 in a
United States Naval Institute Proceedings article authored by VAdm. Arthur
Cebrowski and John Gartska.4 However, the idea of networking information amongst
naval platforms is one that began to emerge in the midst of the Second World War.
The challenge presented to surface ships by aircraft, widely ubiquitous at sea for the
first time with the appearance of modern aircraft carriers, required considerably more
coordination amongst fighting platforms than traditional naval gunnery. 5

The
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VAdm. Arthur K. Cebrowski, John J. Gartska, “Network Centric Warfare: Its Origins and Future”,
Proceedings, Vol. 124, No. 1, January 1998, pp. 28-35.
5
One need only think of the Battle of Midway and the challenges presented to naval commanders in
terms of locating the enemy’s carriers, launching strikes of various aircraft types, all armed with
different weaponry, while maintaining combat air patrols of friendly fighters and keeping task force
ships all in formation. The challenges of three dimensional warfare presents far more complex
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coordination of these many different missions and platforms resulted in the
development of modern Combat Information Centres, or Operations Rooms, and
airborne radars.6 Modern tactical data exchange systems such as Link and GCCS can
also trace their origins to developments of that period. 7 Finally, cybernetic theory,
which forms the basis for much thinking on information and control, was developed
as a side product of ballistics research into the problems of anti-aircraft weaponry.8
Following the close of the Second World War, both the US Navy and the US
Air Force continued to develop the role that information played in the conduct of war;
by the end of the 1970s, the US Army had joined them as well. Information plays a
natural role in naval strategy; navigation and location of the enemy are central to all
naval battle. However, the Maritime Strategy of the 1980s exploited fundamentally
information based technologies such as Aegis and advanced sonar to threaten the
Soviet Union’s coastline, thus potentially globalizing any struggle over Western
Europe.9 Likewise, airborne and ‘spaceborne’ technologies emerged at a steady pace
following the close of the Second World War, including advanced airborne radars and
command and control systems, precision guided munitions, stealth, and satellite

command and control issues than the traditional naval battleline. Karl Lautenschlager, International
Security
6
In the spring of 1942, Adm. Ernest J. King asked Vannevar Bush of the Office of Scientific Research
and Development to examine the possible development of a system of radar relays that would permit
ships to share radar information thus expanding the range of awareness commanders had of the tactical
situation. The project later switched to a system of air based radars that ultimately saw the
development of the first airborne early warning aircraft in the form of modified Grumman Avengers
carrying APS-20 radars. Edwin Leigh Armistead, AWACS and Hawkeyes, (St. Paul Mn: MBI
Publishing co., 2002), pp. 3-7.
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In 1957, after three years of deliberation, the CANUKUS Naval Data Transmission Working Group
ratified the technical standard for data exchange. Originally named the Tactical International Data
Exchange (or TIDE, “good for cleaning up messy tactical pictures”), it later became known as Link 2
(given as “II” in roman numerals) in the Royal Navy, which was already using forms of data sharing
technology to distribute tactical information among its ships. As other NATO links became established,
Link II became known as “Link 11” (i.e., eleven). Norman Friedman, World Naval Weapons Systems
1997–1998 (Annapolis, Md.: Naval Institute Press, 1997), p. 28
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York: Wiley, 1948).
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Tacticians anticipated that Soviet bombers would mass their aircraft in “regimental” attacks,
launching masses of missiles towards naval formations in the hopes of overwhelming their defences.
In this type of tactical environment, it would no longer be possible to coordinate the defence of a task
force through voice reporting, nor could the resources of any single ship hope to defend against such an
attack. The threat posed by this challenge meant that the area that had to come under positive control
by Western surface and air assets expanded considerably. Norman Friedman, The US Maritime
Strategy, (London: Janes Publishing, 1988), pp. 162-164, 174. Scott L. Nicholas, “Anti-carrier
Warfare”, The Soviet Navy: Strengths and Liabilities Bruce W. Watson, Susan M. Watson (ed.s),
(Boulder Co.: Westview, 1986), p. 146. Norman Friedman, US Destroyers Revised Edition, (Arlington
Va: Naval Institute Press, 2004), pp. 391-392.
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imaging.10 Finally, the growing interest of the US Army in operational theories of
warfare, after the end of the Vietnam War, spawned concepts such as Airland Battle.
Projected operations deep in Soviet rear areas required significant intelligence and the
dissemination of information between Army and Air Force units in order to
coordinate deep strikes so as to create a level of operational paralysis.11
From the end of the Second World War, then, and with increasing velocity in
the mid-1970s, each service pursued independent strategies with similar themes
converging on the growing importance of information and its transmission and
sharing. This serendipitous evolution was noticed by the Soviets in the 1970s, who
first raised the issue of a “military technical revolution” occurring within the United
States military.12
In some respects, the close of the Cold War not only marks the end of a
political era as well as that of a military one. The “strategic” developments of
operational theories like the “Maritime Strategy” by the USN, “Global Reach; Global
Strike” by the USAF, and “AirLand Battle” by the US Army all point to the ultimate
expansion of the battlefield to something beyond what had been well understood, to
that point, by “Operational Art.” Operational Art first appeared during the military
changes of the early 19th century where the steady enlargement of the battlefield, its
growing complexity due to the rapid introduction of new technologies, and the
growing role of the State’s economic power in fielding and sustaining military forces
led to both long military “campaigns” as well as “theatre warfare”.13 Aside from a
solid grounding in tactics, successful military commanders needed to come to terms
with the time and space dimensions of moving numerous large and internally complex
military formations to achieve the ends of strategy. In the eyes of many strategic
analysts, operational art reached its acme in the closing years of the First World
War.14 Jonathon Bailey makes the bold assertion:
10
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Three dimensional conflict was so revolutionary that the tumultuous
development of armor and air power in 1939-45 and the advent of the
information age in the decades that followed amounted to no more
than complementary and incremental improvements upon the
conceptual model laid down in 1917-1918.15
The operations projected by the US military at the close of the Cold War were
inherently global in nature, however. The ability to deal with the complexity of this
battlefield was greater than the individual competency of any single service,
recognized by the introduction of the term “battlespace”. 16 In a fashion to how
business was dealing with the increasingly large global market by exploiting ICT,
American military forces were dealing with similarly sized operational challenges,
looking to exploit the same technology. By the mid-1990’s, the US military began to
put these new developments into doctrinal perspective.
Emergence of the Concept
In 1996, Adm. William A. Owens published in National Defense University’s
Strategic Forum “The Emerging System of Systems” in which he described a
concatenation of sensors, command and control systems, and precision weaponry.
The result was the development of “dominant battlespace knowledge”.17 In the same
year, Joint Vision 2010 appeared which described the “conceptual template … for
achieving dominance across the range of military operations through the application
of new operational concepts….”

JV2010 introduced the concepts of Dominant

Manoeuvre, Precision Engagement, Focused Logistics, and Full Spectrum Protection

Jonathan B.A. Bailey, “The First World War and the Birth of Modern Warfare”, The Dynamics of
Military Revolution, 1300-2050, MacGregor Knox, Williamson Murray (ed.s), (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001); Gray, Strategy for Chaos, (2002).
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Bailey (2001), p. 132. Emphasis added.
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includes the air, land, sea, space, and the included enemy and friendly forces; facilities; weather; terrain;
the electromagnetic spectrum; and the information environment within the operational areas and areas
of interest. Department of Defense, Joint Publication 1-02, "DOD Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms, http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/jel/doddict/data/b/00700.html, as amended through 31
August 2005.
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Adm. William A. Owens (USN) “The Emerging System of Systems”, Stragtegic Forum, No. 63, Feb.
1996.
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to achieve “massed effects”. In essence, JV2010 represents the first distillate of
twenty years of technological advance and operationally focused thinking. Yet it was
clear that at the base of these novel operational concepts lay “information superiority”.
As much an advance that the introduction of these concepts represent, they are
basically a more elaborate re-statement of the 1980s era Airland Battle concepts.
JV2010 encorporates the advances of manoevrist warfare concepts and the advance of
technology, but operations are still fundamentally derivative of what has preceded
before. While JV2010 speaks to the emergence of the revolution in military affairs, a
further step was required before one could begin to call these developments
revolutionary in nature. In 1998, the concept of Network Centric Warfare burst on to
the conceptual landscape, first in Cebrowski and Gartska’s seminal article and later in
book form jointly authored by Gartska, David S. Alberts, and Frederick P. Stein.
Elaboration of NCW
NCW is basically fleshed out by three semi-official publications: Network
Centric Warfare, published in 1999, Understanding Information Age Warfare by
Alberts, Gartska, Richard E. Hayes, and David A. Signori in 2001, and Power to the
Edge: Command and Control in the Information Age, by Alberts and Hayes in 2003.18
Together, these three works form the kernel from which most thinking on NCW has
sprung.

In general, Network Centric Warfare introduces the idea that networks

generate power through the distribution of information through a series of business
case studies. Understanding Information Age Warfare takes the idea of NCW and
develops a theory on how information, knowledge, and awareness interact in a
military environment. Power to the Edge is more of a conceptual piece ruminating on
the implications that information and networks will have on military organizations
and their operations.
18

The three books are published by the Command and Control Research Project managed by Evidence
Based Research (EBR). While EBR is an arms length independent think tank, the presence of Dr.
David Alberts speaks to the authority of these works. At the time, Alberts was Director Research and
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(Washington DC: Command and Control Research Program, 2001); David S. Alberts, Richard E.
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In its exploration of how computer networks are altering the economic and
business activities of corporations in the United States, Network Centric Warfare
(1999)shows its lineage to earlier works by Alvin and Heidi Toffler, who suggested in
their influential War and Anti-war that “the way we make wealth is… the way we
make war.”19 Corporations, by linking together “knowledgeable entities” (the various
sub-units within the organization) through computer networks, can take advantage of
the shared awareness thus generated in order to make decisions faster, more efficient,
and improve the accuracy of business predictions. In addition to these advantages,
networked businesses improve collaboration between sub-units and ultimately
generate a level of self-synchronisation in planning for future events that enable them
to create efficiencies in their supply chains and customer relations. Alberts et al.
suggested that the compression of time and space caused by this shift would also
impact the battlespace. In essence, the same processes so important to creating better
business decisions would also enable military commanders to create a condition of
“information superiority”, analogous to earlier concepts of air superiority or sea
control. As they stated,
Information superiority is a state that is achieved when competitive
advantage (eg. Full Spectrum Dominance) is derived from the ability
to exploit a superior information position. In military operations this
superior information position is, in part, gained from information
operations that protect our ability to collect, process, and disseminate
an uninterrupted flow of information while exploiting and/or denying
an adversary to do the same.20
Such capabilities would be increasingly important because of the greater
complexity of the modern battlefield.21 However, this new approach would produce a
series of remarkable outcomes changing the very nature of warfare. Networks would
permit the generation of combat power from highly dispersed yet agile entities
because of their ability to enhance awareness. They argued that both the “fog of war”
and friction in military operations, while not eliminated completely, would be

19

Alvin and Heidi Toffler, War and Anti-war: Survival at the Dawn of the 21st Century, Boston: Little
and Brown, 1993, p. 80.
20
Alberts, et al. (1999), p.54.
21
Ibid, pp. 60-65.
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dramatically reduced. 22 As enhanced awareness would reduce risk, the cost of
operations would decline, just as networks permitted businesses to reduce cost.23 The
combination of these assets would permit networked militaries to “mass effects”
instead of massing forces.
As the range of our sensors and weapons increase and as our ability to
move information rapidly improves, we are no longer geographically
constrained. Hence in order to generate a concentrated effect, it is no
longer necessary to concentrate forces.24
In Understanding Information Age Warfare, the ideas that had been
introduced previously are fleshed out into a fully formed theory of operations.
Alberts, et al. begin with a series of assumptions regarding how experience translates
ultimately into awareness and extrapolates from them a theory of warfare in
networked environments. They suggest that we consider the manner in which we
obtain information about the external environment through the interaction of what
they call primitives. Sensory impressions of the environment can be directly inferred
(as in directly seeing an event take place for example) or indirectly (through the
interpretation of data returned by a sensor such as a radar). These impressions are
then translated into “information” by putting the impressions into a “meaningful
social context” through the identification of patterns interpolated between the sensed
data and the purported social context. These patterns represent “knowledge” and
comparisons between what is “known” about the world (prior knowledge) and what is
currently being sensed generates “awareness”.

Finally, with sufficient levels of

knowledge, the observer can draw inferences about what is likely to happen through
identification of patterns in development. As such, awareness permits the observer to
identify what is known about the past and present, however, “understanding” permits
the observer to identify “what the situation is becoming.” At the end of this sensing
process, the observer is now capable of deciding what to do and they perform an
action based on that decision. The whole process replicates the famous “OODA” loop
developed by Col. John Boyd in that once an action is performed, the process can then
repeat itself through the analysis by the observer of the impact his or her action has
22

Ibid, pp. 71-72.
Ibid, p. 41.
24
Ibid, p. 90.
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had on the world.25 Although these assumptions are eminently debateable in terms of
how humans ultimately perceive the world, 26 for the purposes of this paper, these
assumptions will be taken as true.
The world in which this sensing and interpretation of data takes place is
described as a series of interconnected “Domains”. Three principal domains are
posited, (although a fourth “Social Domain” is added to the theory in Power to the
Edge). The “Physical Domain” is described as the scene where all action takes place.
It is the location where military forces manoeuvre, strike, and defend themselves, and
action, being directly observable here, can be measured through a variety of means (as
in direct and indirect sensing).

The “Information Domain” is the place where

information is created, manipulated, and shared. Unlike the physical domain, it is not
a “real” space but rather a virtual environment in which data is transferred and shared
amongst actors through technology, and software; at its heart, it is a medium for
communication.

Last, the “Cognitive Domain” resides in the minds of actors

participating on the network.

In here, understanding is created through the

interpretation of the data being communicated from the physical domain through the
information domain. It is in the cognitive domain that information is evaluated,
judged, and decisions made from the conclusions arrived at therein. 27 The social
domain envelops these three others. The social domain mediates the evaluations,
judgements and decisions that are developed in the cognitive domain. This recent
addition to the theory has yet to be as firmly described as the previous three.
As Alberts points out, NCW is principally about the sharing of information
and awareness.
The concept of sharing lies at the core of both information superiority
and NCW.

Sharing data, information, and knowledge creates

increased awareness because different actors in the battlespace have
different elements of the situation, abilities to fuse them, and
experience within which to interpret what is known. At the same time,
sharing is an essential process for creating shared awareness.

25

Alberts, et al. (2001), pp. 14-21.
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27
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Obviously, shared awareness is essential if actors are ultimately to be
synchronized in the battlespace.28
NCW facilitates sharing, then, enabling the development of superior awareness that
ultimately translates into information superiority. This is described as the “NCW
Value Chain”, first elaborated in Network Centric Warfare, shown below:
Info structure

Enabler
Process for
Generating
Awareness
Enabler

“ The Entry Fee”

Sensor Netting
Data Fusion
Information Management
Vastly Improved Awareness
Shared Awareness

Process for
Exploiting
Awareness

Virtual Collaboration
Virtual Organizations
Substitution of Info. for
People and Material
Self - Synchronization

Results

Increased Tempo
Increased Responsiveness
Lower Risks
Lower Costs
Higher Profits

Figure 6. The Network

“The Bottom Line”
(Measurable)

Centric Enterprise

NCW Foundation (1999)
P 36, Network Centric Warfare: Developing and Leveraging
Information Superiority. CCRP. 1999

The diagram graphically shows the series of inferences that lead ultimately to the
establishment of increased combat power. By lowering the costs and risks associated
with military operations, greater effects can be generated. Essentially, then, as the
“Tenets of Network Centric Warfare” assert:
a robustly networked force improves information sharing and
collaboration, which enhances the quality of information and shared
situational awareness. This enables further collaboration and selfsynchronization and improves sustainability and speed of command,
which

ultimately

result

in

dramatically

increased

mission

effectiveness.29

28
29

Ibid, pp. 15-18.
Department of Defense. Network Centric Warfare Report to Congress. July 2001.
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Shared knowledge becomes a critical keystone then for forces participating in
a networked operation.
The degree to which shared knowledge can be developed has a
significant influence on the nature of command and control that can be
employed, the nature and amount of communications that are needed
to develop and maintain shared awareness, and the ease and degree to
which forces can be synchronized.30
The end result of this sharing of information and awareness is the creation of
additional combat power through enhancing the utility of information provided to
decision makers. Information can be characterized by its richness (or the quality of
the information), and its reach (or its ability to permeate every area on the network).
Typically in most scenarios, the higher the level of richness, the less reach it has. We
see this in the case of classified information, which is generally closely held by those
with a “need to know”.
However, those in the field with proper clearances may be unable to access
this information because of their distance from those who control it. Lower level
information will spread much further along a network than the most highly classified
material. This is depicted graphically below in Figure 1:

Richness

Reach
Figure 1: The Traditional Battlespace
Information Richness and Reach

Figure 1

30

Alberts, et al., (2001), p. 26.
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In a functioning network centric environment, richness no longer has any
barrier in terms of its reach. Those with the proper credentials in the field will be able
to access even highly classified information in real time. As a result, the “traditional
business space” is now transformed into a whole “new competitive space” which in
turn, generates additional combat power.31 A “common operating picture” permits
greater unity of command and purpose, de-conflicted missions, avoidance of any
duplication of effort, enhanced early warning (and thus greater force protection), and
the ability to use scarce resources more economically.32 This change is represented
graphically below in Figure 2:

Richness

Reach
Figure 2: The New Competitive Space
Figure 2
The requirements for this outcome are high. In the physical domain, all
elements of a military force are connected together “achieving secure and seamless
connectivity and interoperability.” In the information domain, persons and platforms
must be capable of sharing, accessing, and most importantly, protecting “information
to a degree that it can establish and maintain an information advantage over an
adversary.” Last, in the cognitive domain, forces must be capable of using the shared
information to develop an awareness of the environment surrounding them as well as
sharing that awareness with other participants on the network. Unless these objectives
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George K. Gramer [Col.USA], “ Optimizing Intelligence Sharing in a Coalition Environment: Why
US Operational Commanders have an Intelligence Dissemination Problem, (Course Paper, Department
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are accomplished, military forces will be unable to self synchronize and thus take
advantage of the benefits conferred by networking together.33
While it is the combined effect of the four domains that permit the
establishment of shared awareness and self-synchronization, it seems clear that the
lynchpin to the whole enterprise is the security of the information domain.
Establishment of a combat advantage depends on information superiority.

This

superiority must be protected, however:
it is increasingly the information domain that must be protected and
defended to enable a force to generate combat power in the face of
offensive actions taken by an adversary. And in the all-important
battle for information superiority, the information domain is ground
zero.34
With the development of a theory describing the relationships between
information, knowledge and awareness in place, development proceeded on the
implications of theory for the practice of military operations in this new environment.
The conclusions of this research emerged in Power to the Edge in 2003. Explicitly,
Alberts and Hayes argued that in order to take advantage of the opportunities offered
by NCW, militaries would have to “focus on C2, where information is translated into
actionable knowledge.”

In the modern battlespace, traditional procedures and

organizations established to practice the command and control of military forces will
be unable to cope with the complexity that they will face. Alberts and Hayes argue
that to date, militaries have been able to adapt by using “work around” procedures
that are typically unique to the time and place of specific operations. Increasingly,
however, complexity will defy traditional, industrial age organizations to mobilize
their potential power through their inefficient knowledge sharing. Decision makers in
these challenging global arenas cannot possibly anticipate every outcome, nor possess
complete knowledge about the environment in which they will operate. In order to
maximise the potential offered by information, “information age” organizations and
processes will have to be founded on interoperability, so as to enhance the sharing of
awareness. 35 Furthermore, since they cannot know who they will work with, nor
33
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which systems may be relevant to the solution of problems, a high degree of agility
will be necessary “in terms of who participates as well as who plays what roles.”36
Given these observations on the demands of the modern military environment,
the centralization of command and control is increasingly impractical. Instead, power
needs to be devolved to “edge entities”,
Power to the Edge is about changing the way individuals,
organizations, and systems relate to one another and work. Power to
the Edge involves the empowerment of individuals at the edge of an
organization (where an organization interacts with its operating
environment to have an impact or effect in that environment) or, in the
case of systems, edge devices.

Empowerment involves expanding

access to information and the elimination of unnecessary constraints.
For example, empowerment involves providing access to available
information and expertise and the elimination of procedural constraints
previously needed to deconflict elements of the force in the absence of
quality information.37
It goes without saying that the vision that is encapsulated by this simple quotation is
markedly revolutionary in terms of its organizational and procedural impacts. If
ultimately realized, it suggests Bailey’s link between the First World War and the
Information Age is somewhat overstated as it strikes directly at the hierarchical nature
that militaries have always relied on for command and control. It remains to be seen
whether these militaries will be capable of adapting to such a wide ranging vision.
Nevertheless, as demonstration of DOD’s commitment to it, Albert and Hayes discuss
the development of the “Global Information Grid”, or GIG as an example of this
emerging philosophy. “The GIG itself will increasingly become an adaptive entity
that integrates communication and computer systems into a secure, seamless
infostructure, one that provides access to a variety of information sources and
information management resources.”38
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The Emergence of the GIG: Networks and Global Military Operations
The introduction of the GIG as a fundamental structural component of
American defence 39 points to the role that information technologies have had in
transforming modern societies. Comparisons are easy to make between the military
GIG and the civilian Internet.

Transformation itself seems to be guided by an

“Internet paradigm” in terms of its overall vision.40 In testimony before the House
Armed Services Committee, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Networks and
Information Integration, John Stenbit describes the GIG as a “private world wide
web”:
In the same manner that the World Wide Web is transforming industry
and societies on a global scale, the GIG will support the transformation
of our warfighting and business practices.41
Under present plans, the GIG will establish its core capabilities for US defence
by 2010 through an overall investment of $21 billion through that time period.
However, full implementation of the infrastructure is not expected to be until 2020.
By then, the GIG will “integrate all DOD’s information systems, service applications,
and data into one seamless and reliable network.”42 Structurally, the GIG will be
realized through four related endeavours. These include the “Global Information Grid
Bandwidth Expansion” (GIG-BE) 43 , “Transformation Communications System”
(TCS) 44 , “Network Centric Enterprise Services” (NCES) 45 , and the “Cryptological
Transformational Initiative” (CTI).
39
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Several developments all come together in order to make this appear “inevitable”.46
Geographical issues in terms of both the steady expansion of the operational
battlespace since the eighteenth century and the globalization of American defence
tasks have all demanded greater coordination amongst armed services. Missions such
as close air strike, suppression of enemy defences, tactical missile defence, and deep
strike operations all require a high degree of coordination amongst highly disparate
force elements, many of them crossing service boundaries, and some crossing
traditional theater and command boundaries. In order to accomplish missions such as
these, simple deconfliction of efforts requires a high degree of communication and
coordination between participating units.

To go the next step of ensuring joint

coordination, rather than simple deconfliction demands highly integrated planning47.
Second, given the cost of forward deployment and the capital and human costs of
continuous forward operations, an increasing number of US forces since the end of
the Cold War have been redeployed to the North American continent. The cost in
human, economic, political, and social terms of sending US forces abroad is
increasing. Moving information instead of forces allows many support elements, such
as administrative, logistical, and intelligence, to remain deployed in the US, even
during periods of combat.48 Even the force providers themselves need not deploy in
the “massive” fashion of traditional combat operations, relying on the speed, agility,

constellation allowing global IP routing and addressing of information, even in areas with no preexisting communications infrastructure. The ground based segment is composed of the Joint Tactical
Radio System (JTRS), a software based radio that will be programmable to imitate other types of radios
thus enhancing overall communications interoperability within the US military. Able to transmit voice,
data, and video, it is hoped that JTRS will enable seamless communication, hypothetically between
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and manoeuvrability brought about by rapid and ubiquitous information sharing.49
Last, the importance of building stability in regions torn by civil war and social
breakdown has made for the complex battlefield identified by former Commandant of
the Marine Corps, Gen Victor Krulak as the “three block war”.50
The high degree of complexity in these three areas defies any one person or
organization being able to remain in complete awareness about all critical aspects
affecting

operations.

Geographically

dispersed,

numerically

small,

and

organizationally complex operations require extensive information sharing. Networks
assist in the planning and conduct of operations in many ways. Relatively
instantaneous communications have the impact of rendering the constants of
geography less important, at least in terms of sharing information and knowledge.
This also has the concomitant effect of compressing time given that information is
available upon request and thus decision cycles can by accelerated.51
In this complex global environment, the very malleability of networks is also
highly attractive. Castells has pointed out that “nodes” on a network vary in terms of
their overall relevance. The importance of any given node on the network stems not
from its function or features, but for its ability to contribute to the goals established by
the network. Nodes can be added or deleted from network architecture as their
importance changes or as the missions alter. This nature permits a high degree of
flexibility (in determining the paths that information can be sent along), scalability (in
terms of growth or contraction of the architecture without having a significant
operational disruptions), and survivability.52 The advantage this allows is the easy
access of information “anytime, anyplace, with attendant security.”53 “Perhaps the
single most transformational and operationally significant attribute presented by the
GIG vision will be that US servicemen and women ‘at the edge’ will no longer be at
the mercy of someone remote from the fight determining what information they
need.”54
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Just as information superiority formed the base on which Joint Vision 2010’s
advanced concepts rested, information sharing forms the base on which the entire
edifice of military transformation rests. The “fog of war” is commonly blamed for
both the waste associated with battle, and the failure of forces to achieve their
purposes; the authors of Network Centric Warfare assert that any such fog is largely
caused by the lack of battlespace awareness. Fog results from “our inability to tap
into our collective knowledge or the ability to assemble existing information,
reconcile differences, and construct a common picture.”

55

While the US

Transformation Planning Guidance blandly defines transformation in highly general
terms, 56 the transformation necessary to overcome the fog of war and achieve the
vision portrayed above clearly revolves around “seamless” information sharing.57 As
Network Centric Warfare points out, information superiority is “in part gained by
information operations that protect our ability to collect, process, and disseminate an
uninterrupted flow if information while exploiting and/or denying an adversary the
ability to do the same.” 58 Ultimately, the ability to build a collective awareness upon
the collected limitations of platforms and individuals operating in the battlespace
constitutes the basis of America’s transformation plans.59 In the words of one USAF
officer “IP brings global connectivity to the kill chain.”60
Information Vulnerabilities
That which makes this a powerful vision for warfighting also contains within
it an equally powerful vulnerability. The same technology that enables dispersed and
small formations to magnify their operational power through information sharing, also
enables an adversary to both read the intentions and plans of a military force as well
as to alter the information to accomplish a variety of ends.

The problems of
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unauthorized access to secure information sites is so widely understood as to have
infiltrated popular culture; similarly, we are increasingly familiar with the threat
posed by identity fraud, at least as far as our own credit records extends, if not in
terms of national security.

The threats of information denial and clandestine

alteration of stored data are less commonly appreciated in general although just as
damaging.61 With the exception of a Denial of Service attack, all of these methods
share in common the problem of malicious penetrations of secure systems. Identity
fraud, in particular, assumes the proportions of introducing a “mole” into a secure
organization. The damage that “malicious insiders” can cause to information systems
points to a fundamental alteration of warfare – the reversal of the relationship between
offence and defence. Traditionally, defence has always been the stronger form of
warfare, for a variety of reasons. The asymmetry between offence and defence is
reversed in terms of information security. As one study by the National Academy of
Sciences described it:
Imagine a situation in which truck bombers in a red truck attempt entry
to a military base. The bomb is discovered and they are turned away at
the front gate, but allowed to go away in peace to refine their attack.
They return later that day with a bomb in a yellow truck, are again
turned away and again go away in peace to refine their attack. They
return still later with a stolen military truck. This time the bomb is
undetected, they penetrate the defenses and they succeed in their attack.
A base commander taking this approach to security would be justly
criticized and held accountable for the penetration.62
Nevertheless, the difficulty of establishing identity in a digital environment 63
highlights the danger of such penetrations to the security and integrity of the context
within a secure information environment.
A second challenge testing information security on the GIG comes not from a
malicious insider, but rather from authorized users of a system, compromising
information from simple ignorance. In its essence, digital information is persistent
61
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and transportable. Persistence reflects the fact that digital information is easily copied,
archived, and shared. While this is generally only a problem for those caught in
compromising circumstances by paparazzi, the implications for inadvertent disclosure
and subsequent propagation of classified information are evident. The Google search
engine routinely archives all information it categorizes, permitting users to view
material that has since disappeared from the original web pages.

The same

miniaturization developments that have enabled electronic communications, the same
compression of time and space that have enable dispersed military operations have
also eased the problem of transporting large amounts of data over distance. Networks
permit the rapid replication and translocation of information in ways that spies could
only dream of years ago.64
Control versus Anarchy: The Problem of Information Assurance
These essential issues of information vulnerability have not been un-noticed
by national security agencies within the US defence community. Nevertheless, the
lack of fundamental progress on information assurance, as opposed to the rapid
developments in communication links and information sharing made in the last
decade, point to real difficulties in resolving the issue. In the 1990’s the “Defense
Information Assurance Program” (DIAP), according to the GAO made limited
progress, although ultimately failed to meet its goals.65 In its examination of the GIG,
the GAO has identified similar operational challenges.

It noted three issues in

particular: deciding when and how much information should be posted; establishing
rules to ensure the GIG would work securely without compromising the benefits of
flexible and dynamic information sharing; and convincing data owners of the value of
sharing data with a broader audience and trusting the network enough to post data.66
Again, the essential security of information in a digital environment appears to lie at
the basis of the operational challenges confronting the GIG.
64
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As noted above, the GIG’s development involves the “Cryptological
Transformation Initiative”, a $4.8 billion NSA funded project. The CTI involves both
the development of advanced firewalls, multilevel security protection, and high
assurance IP encryptors that would encrypt digital communications at the packet
level. 67 Any information assurance system, however, will have to accomplish a
variety of goals. As defined by the US Dept. of Defense, information assurance is
“information operations that protect, and defend information and information systems
by ensuring their availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and nonrepudiation (which) … includes providing for the restoration of information systems
by incorporating protection, detection, and reaction capabilities.” 68 In order to
accomplish these missions, however, the essential nature of digital information
confronts the systems engineer. “Availability” of information is for “authorized”
users only. “Integrity” of information means protection from “unauthorized” change.
“Authentication” involves verifying the identity of the originator (of a request
for/author of data).

“Confidentiality” involved protection from “unauthorized”

disclosure. Finally, “non-repudiation” involves undeniable proof of participation.69
Each of these aspects relates either to the fundamental control over the meaning of
data or the identity of participants.
In effect, the nature of security casts an enormous shadow on the nature of
digital collaboration in military environments. Control of information in terms of
both its security as well as its meaning is of paramount importance in this
environment. 70 The GAO report on the GIG summarises the nature of this control
very effectively:
Establishing network and system security safeguards – such as
firewalls, identifying the sender and recipient of information,
protecting information from unauthorized access, and safeguarding
67
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data to prevent accident and deliberate alterations will be essential but
difficult. … (T)he complexity and magnitude of enabling hundreds of
systems and applications to operate in a secure web based environment
will require careful planning and coordination. Comprehensive plans
will be needed to ensure that sensitive data and communications are
safeguarded across diverse platforms.

This will require DOD to

identify sensitive data as well as applications, databases, storage
subsystems, and media used to process and store the data.

Once

systems have been examined, data access models must be applied to
determine proper security levels for information and how integration
can occur across platforms without disrupting network and near-real
time operations.71
A simple overview of these requirements suggests a fundamentally different
orientation to information and its place in society as compared to the movements that
spawned the communications revolutions that permit this style of military operations
in the first place. Indeed, the control necessary to ensure that a single point of failure
in information security suggests elements of a police state where “every node is a
sensor that can relate security information to those tasked with securing the
network.”72 In many respects, this vision of near totalitarian control of information
clashes with the fundamentally anarchic nature of the Internet itself.
At its most basic level, the Internet is an anarchical society in the manner in
which Hedley Bull described the nature of international society. 73

Like the

international environment, there is no single authority that controls the Internet.
Despite this absence, there is a degree of order in that protocol for the transmission
and sharing of information that have developed to enable its ubiquitous
communication (TCP/IP and HTML and its variants for example).

While legal

regimes are steadily being established, in a global communications environment, they
depend largely on self interested enforcement and compliance in a manner similar to
international law. These developments all permit a considerable amount of industry
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and business to be conducted in a global fashion in this electronic environment just as
international anarchy does not prevent the conduct of business between states.
The internet is also anarchical in terms of the meaning ascribed to the
information that is placed there. There are no gate-keeping features on the Internet.74
The introduction of web sites like Wikipedia takes advantage of this aspect as well as
the dynamic, malleable aspect of digital information.75 The popularity of “blogs” and
their growing influence on news reporting within the media is a similar issue. The
ability of sites like the “Drudge Report” to unearth key political scandals in
Washington is due to the fact of differing approaches to how truth is mediated
between it and traditional news organizations.

The commitment to professional

standards of reporting by mainstream publications like the Washington Post ensured
that rumours of an affair between White House interns and the President were
unpublishable without iron clad sources. Wikipedia itself has been criticized by the
journal Nature in terms of its accuracy. 76 In many respects, the web becomes a
location for debate over truth owing to the multiplicity of sites presenting differing
slices of what is depicted as real, permitting the web surfer to arrive at their own
unique conclusions. In many respects, the aspect of information overload that is
commonly associated with the web reveals in its essence the impact of editorial
decisions made in terms of the representation of truth in news stories and frees the
individual to make independent judgments on its nature. The side effect of this is of
course the development of obscure communities convinced of the existence of ghosts
or American possession of UFO technology at its base in Groom Lake (“Area 51”).77
Irrespective of these charges, the interpretation of truth on the Internet is similar to
how abstract terms such as justice and freedom are interpreted in the international
environment: each of these problematiques owe their origin to the anarchical setting
in which they are situated.78
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That the Internet should display these anarchical features is not entirely
surprising, according to Manuel Castells.

In his analysis of what he calls the

“Network Society”, its emergence was influenced by three key features, including the
culture of individual freedom inculcated in both America campus environments and
the counter-culture movements of the 1960s. The peace movement, civil rights
struggle, and growth of environmentalism during this period were founded on
opposition to traditional sources of authority. Similarly, the academic culture of
universities, especially those in the United States, was that of shared discovery in
which interpersonal professional communication was the basis for academic progress
and the advancement of truth. Each of these movements “stood in sharp contrast to
the world of corporations and governmental bureaucracies that had made secrecy and
intellectual property rights the source of power and wealth.”79
Pekka Himanen asserts that the information sharing on which the “network
society” and its electronic sinews are based has permitted the establishment of a
“culture of innovation”, sometimes referred to controversially as the “hacker ethic”.80
The spirit of this culture is one of innovation, individuality, and networking. It
approaches work as a child does play and emphasizes the value of creation over the
spirit of the profit motive. “Money centredness leads to the closing off of information.
Innovation lives on the open flow of information.” 81 This orientation towards
information, freedom, and innovation has also inspired technological movements such
as the Open Source Initiative and the associated developments of the Linux Operating
system.82
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Fundamental Dialectical Tension within the Network Centric Vision
As we prepare for the future, we must think differently and develop the
kinds of forces and capabilities that can adapt quickly to new
challenges and to unexpected circumstances. We must transform not
only the capabilities at our disposal, but also the way we think, the way
we train, the way we execute, and the way we fight.
Donald Rumsfeld 83
This necessarily limited discussion of the role of information and networks in
modern military thinking, and the development of the GIG emerging from the nature
of Network Centric Warfare as contrasted with the development of the Internet and its
impact on modern society suggests the tensions that underlie these developments. On
the one hand, we can note that the role that information exchange has played within
military contexts is an aspect of warfare that has a long history and hardly constitutes
a revolutionary development. What does seem to be revolutionary is the near
instantaneous networking of information sharing on a global basis due to
developments in micro-electronics and their concomitant impact on ICTs.

The

potential offered by these technological developments seem to suggest new
approaches to both how time and space operate in military operations, and reflect
changes in terms of fundamental principles such as that of mass and concentration.
The power that militaries may derive from networks comes at a price of
ensuring the security of the information domain from direct attack or clandestine
infiltration in order to either mine its secrets or to surreptitiously alter its contents.
The complexity of accomplishing this mission in a digital environment where
concrete identities are difficult to establish suggests a level of control over
information that contrasts starkly with speculative writings on the larger nature of
networks for civil society. In effect, the conflations of military and civil uses of ICTs
seem to establish a dialectical tension in terms of the fundamental concepts directing
technological and social developments. Military uses of ICTs seek to replicate the
power they lend to civil society in terms of their impact on innovation, creativity, and
expansion of knowledge. Nevertheless, in order to protect the competitive advantages
83
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afforded to networked militaries, a level of control on networked information and its
access is necessary to the extent of possibly squashing the very features that were
sought after in the first place.
To a certain degree, one must be careful of accepting at face value the
mythologies 84 that surround both the Internet and military use of networked
technologies. The Open Source Movement itself accepts the positive role that trade
secrets play in some product development where competitive advantage is generated
through research and development that must be protected against competitors.85 As
such, the need to protect corporate competitive advantages in the business
environment equates closely with the state’s need to protect national security (or,
indeed, the individual’s need to protect their own privacy). The growing development
of e-commerce points to the ability to use information in a proprietary manner as
opposed to its open, anarchical exploitation.
Similarly, an examination of the principals that underlie the Open Source
Movement and, indeed, Hinamen’s culture of innovation itself call to mind the
military principle of auftragstaktik. As described by Richard Hunter, Open Source
development is guided by “extraordinary talent, clear vision of the goal, a deadly
enemy, extraordinary tools, and autonomy and responsibility.” 86 This compares
remarkably with the observations of Germany’s 1933 doctrine handbook for infantry
operations, the Truppenfuhrung, which noted that:
1. The conduct of war is an art, a free creative activity that rests on scientific
foundations. It makes the most extreme demands on the individual.
2. The conduct of war is based on continuous ongoing development. New tools
of war give armed conflict an ever-changing shape.87
Auftragstaktik’s decentralized approach to operations devolves a significant amount
of creative freedom all down the command hierarchy even into the ranks of non84
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commissioned officers. 88 The goal of auftragstaktic, as von Seekt saw it, was “a
soldier who, in character, capability, and knowledge, is self-reliant, self-confident,
dedicated, and joyful in taking responsibility as a man and as a military leader.”89 In
many ways, von Seekt’s observations capture the essence of both the Open Source
Movement and Hinamen’s “culture of innovation.”
It is also possible to overstress the role that freedom plays in the foundations
of the Internet. Just as creativity and initiative in military endeavours have had an
important role to play, so too does control and restraint feature strongly in the
architecture of the Internet. Control through information is central to the notion of
cybernetics, and as Burnett and Marshall discuss, modern computer technology is a
concatenation of cybernetic processes simplifying complex series of events. Yet the
power that is generated by these steering systems comes at a cost of constraint within
the confines of its very design parameters. As they elaborate, “the computer user
must conform to some of the rules of the computer and Web as technologies.” 90
Similarly, literature on the Orwellian nature of databases and the centralized control
of information also point to more totalitarian outcomes than the anarchic Internet
myth.
The necessary point here is not that the GIG will be unable to innovate
because civilian web users will always have far greater power to manipulate and
exploit information within the anarchical confines of the Internet. The dialectic of
innovation and control will play itself out in both civil and military domains of the
network environment in unpredictable fashions. Rather it is necessary to point out
that even in the most liberal of national security networks, the role that information
assurance will play guarantees that coalition interoperability will be subject to an
extraordinarily high degree of control. If unrestricted trust is difficult to establish in a
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purely national setting, then its achievement in a combined military network is most
unlikely, even between the closest of allies.
As elaborated earlier, networks enhance power through their scalability,
survivability, and flexibility. The ability for actors to take advantage of these features,
however, critically depends on “the pattern of power present in the configuration of
the network”.91 As Arthur Cebrowski famously observed, if “you are not on the net…
you are not in a position to derive power from the information age.”92 But just as not
everyone on the planet is able to access the Internet, not all military forces are able to
interoperate with larger powers. In many studies, such outcomes have been largely
portrayed in terms of inadequate capital investment in communication and
information sharing technologies, or a failure of US technological developments to
facilitate high levels of allied interoperability. This mirrors the observation that those
who have not participated in the information developments of the last decade have
simply failed to incorporate “previous social forms into the new dominant logic” of
the information age. Castells, criticizes that such a focus on the emerging “digital
divide” misses the point that fragmentation is a “structural feature of the network
society.”
This is because the reconfiguring capacity inscribed in the process of
networking allows the programs governing every network to search for
valuable additions everywhere and to incorporate them, while
bypassing and excluding those territories, activities, and people that
have little or no value for the performance of the tasks assigned to the
network.93
Exclusionary practices in networks result in a differentiation in terms of labour,
distinguishing between those who are sources of innovation, those who simply carry
out instructions, and those who are irrelevant as either workers or consumers.94 The
role that coalition partners will play in shaping the larger network and the goals
towards which it will work will not necessarily be determined by technical capability
or ability to interoperate. While plug and play interoperability will undoubtedly be
important for those that do participate, who are allowed within the larger confines of
91
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the network, and the role that they play therein will be determined by traditional
national interests and in this matter, issues of operational control, and thus control of
the interpretation of information on the network will be central. By nature of the fact
that in most operations, US forces will establish and control the majority of the
network, US forces will play roles both as innovators and doers. Questions must be
posed as to whether coalition partners can also play roles as innovators within a
network, or whether they will be relegated to less powerful roles, drones in other
words. The term “flags around the table” heard frequently in the context of coalition
operations, neatly captures the reality of partners as irrelevant players. Cast in terms
of the impact of this structural feature on military cooperation, networks pose a
looming challenge for an age of coalitions.
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